REDUCE AIR POLLUTANTS AND CARBON EMISSIONS

Have a positive impact on public health and the environment with CLEANER ENERGY LNG.
Our product enables a significant reduction in CO2 emissions per container and a massive
reduction in air pollutant emissions.

YOUR BENEFITS

REDUCE AIR POLLUTANTS
Reduce by 99% your Sulphur emissions (SOx), by
92% your Nitrogen oxide emissions (Nox) and by
91% your suspended particle emissions (PM10).
MEET YOUR
CARBON-REDUCTION OBJECTIVES
Cut your well-to-wake CO2 emissions by 15% (on
the whole fuel production and utilization cycle)
and your tank-to-wake emissions by up to 23%
(when considering only the moment it is used on
our vessels).
RECEIVE AN OFFICIAL DECLARATION
Certify that these savings have been associated
with your specific shipments thanks to an official
declaration.
The whole framework is compliant with ISO
14020, 14021 and 14067 and is verified by an
independent third-party.

GET STARTED

HOW DOES IT WORK?

We offer CLEANER ENERGY LNG to all
our customers, throughout all our services,
implementing a Mass Balance Concept*.
This Concept is a way of diversifying our energy
mix while keeping track of quantities and
allocating them to specific traffics.
You will receive a declaration, stating the quantity
of LNG used and its associated CO2 savings.
* The whole methodology is detailed in a framework available
on our websites.

Remaining emissions can be offset thanks to our
POSITIVE OFFSET value-added service.
WHAT IS LNG?

LNG is a natural gas that has undergone a
liquefaction process by cooling it down to -161°C.
Stored in its liquid state in the tank, the gas is
transformed into a gaseous state to fuel the
engines.
The CMA CGM Group uses fossil-based LNG and
biomethane guarantee of origin.
Biomethane is derived from renewable resources
such as agricultural vegetable waste.

ASK FOR CLEANER ENERGY LNG
During your online booking process select CLEANER ENERGY LNG, contact your sales representative
to start now or ho.actservices@cma-cgm.com to get more information.

Available for our brands :

Get more information

